Abstract-Multi-point detection of the full-scale environment is an important issue in autonomous driving. The state-of-theart positioning technologies (such as RADAR and LIDAR) are incapable of real-time detection without line-of-sight. To address this issue, this paper presents a novel multi-point vehicular positioning technology via millimeter-wave (mmWave) transmission that exploits multi-path reflection from a target vehicle (TV) to a sensing vehicle (SV), which enables the SV to fast capture both the shape and location information of the TV in non-line-of-sight (NLoS) under the assistance of multi-path reflections. A phase-difference-of-arrival (PDoA) based hyperbolic positioning algorithm is designed to achieve the synchronization between the TV and SV. The stepped-frequency-continuous-wave (SFCW) is utilized as signals for multi-point detection of the TVs. Transceiver separation enables our approach to work in NLoS conditions and achieve much lower latency compared with conventional positioning techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous driving has grown into a reality with rapid progress of diverse technologies [1] . Much effort and investment have been devoted by top automobile companies (Tesla, BMW) and Internet companies (Google, Baidu), leading to significant achievements toward commercialization. One remaining challenge to attain full autonomous driving is to accurately recognize vehicles nearby, termed vehicular positioning [2] . Compared to conventional single-point positioning approaches [3] , [4] , vehicular positioning is required to accurately estimate high-resolution positioning information including location, size, and shape of target vehicle (TV). We call it multi-point vehicular positioning in this paper.
A. Positioning
Single-point positioning has been widely used in the area of mobile positioning, which determines the object's position as a single point since a mobile device is typically small enough to mark a representative point. The most common way is to use a built-in Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver but its usage is limited since GPS signals are frequently blocked in urban environments. On the other hand, single-point positioning is unsuitable for autonomous driving due to the fact that a vehicle is too big to represent a single point. The lack of shape and size information may cause fatal accidents [10] . One can claim to be able to deliver shape and size information separately through a reliable communication link but it needs additional efforts to align them with the estimated point perfectly.
To overcome the limitation of single-point positioning, there have been efforts in the area of multi-point positioning. Passive multi-point positioning detects the natural radiation from the target objects without emitting discernible radiations. Infrared sensors and cameras are representative ones, which easily retrieve the positioning information in a fully covert manner [11] . On the other hand, active multi-point positioning techniques illuminate the target and detect its position with data extracted from reflected signals or lights [11] , [12] . A RAdioDetection-And-Ranging (RADAR) system is the most popular one in surface and subsurface detections, which is implemented by impulse waveforms and continuous-waves (CWs) with different frequency modulations [13] . LIght-DetectionAnd-Ranging (LIDAR), another new emerging active positioning technique, utilizes narrow laser beams for positioning and uses the scanning mirror for fast scanning [17] .
More importantly, a fatal drawback of the above techniques is that they are only capable of detecting the vehicles in LoS since the corresponding mediums cannot penetrate a large solid blockage in the road such as a truck or a bus. However, the disability of detection in NLoS results in severe safety issues because many car accidents happen when the drivers are unaware of the environment. Therefore, designing techniques for positioning in NLoS is an urgent task for applications of autonomous driving in real-life. In [19] , a NLoS positioning technique is developed to estimate a vehicle's position by exploiting the geometry information of multi-path signal transmissions. It is also possible to infer the vehicle's size and shape if the vehicle equips multiple antenna clusters, but the resultant resolution is low.
B. Main Contributions
The contributions of this work are summarized as follows. 1) Real-time Positioning: The proposed multi-point vehicular positioning is a one-way simultaneous multi-antenna transmissions from the TV to the SV. Compared to conventional multi-point positioning techniques requiring time-consuming scanning process, our technique is able to achieve ultra-low latency and realize real-time multi-point positioning.
2) Synchronization: In the above one-way simultaneous transmission system, a prerequisite for the multi-point positioning is to know a clock synchronization gap between the SV and the TV. To this end, we design a novel synchronization algorithm based on multiple Phase-Difference-of-Arrival (PDoA) information obtained by transmitting signature waveforms (SWs) from representative antennas. The PDoA information leads to constructing a system of equations following a hyperbolic geometry.
3) Positioning in LoS and NLoS: In LoS case, A FFT-based signal processing technique is used to retrieve the location information of all transmit antennas, i.e., the TV's position, based on the received signals. In NLoS, the SV uses multiple mirror vehicles (MVs) as reflectors of the TV's transmitted mmWave signal to estimate the TV's position. By the aid of specular reflection, the SV is able to achieve the NLoS TV's multi-point positioning if the MV's locations are given but unknown in practice. This difficulty is overcome by exploiting the geometry relation between the vehicle's reflected and real positions (RPs).
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the scenario with multiple vehicles located on the road. Each vehicle is equipped with an antenna array around the vehicle body, which can generally represent its shape. We adopt the wide-band positioning system using steppedfrequency-continuous-wave (SFCW) [13] at mmWave spectrums as a waveform for each transmit antenna. It comprises multiple CW signals with different frequencies, each of which is separated by a certain amount.
In mmWave bands, due to high attenuation loss and sparse distribution of scatters, most signal propagations follow LoS especially when vehicles are dispersive. However, a vehicle's metal body with a favorable reflection property makes it possible to propagate signals even in NLoS. Fig. 1 graphically illustrates the above property such that the SV tries to detect a TV by receiving the TVs' signals, but the SV is blocked by other vehicles and cannot see the TV directly. One alternative is to exploit nearby MVs as reflectors of the signals. With multiple MVs, the SV is able to obtain the position of the TV. Without loss of generality, we assume that the receive aperture is located at the SV's left side, and X, Y , and Z-axes represent its moving direction, height, and width, respectively.
A. Signal Model
Two types of TV transmissions are considered depending on different purposes. The first is the SFCW transmission enabling to obtain TV's position at the SV, and the second is a signature waveform (SW) transmission [24] to compensate the SV-TV synchronization gap.
1) SFCW Transmission: All TV's antennas simultaneously broadcast the same SFCW waveform denoted by s(t) as
where
represents the set of frequencies with constant gap ∆ such that
The received signal at the SV's antenna m is given as
where r ( ) m (t) denotes the signal reflected by the -th MV as
Here, Γ ( ) is the complex reflection coefficient given as
N is the number of TV's antennas, σ is the TV-SV synchronization gap (in sec), and τ 
The synchronization gap σ is an unknown parameter the SV attempts to estimate. Assuming the estimiated gap isσ, the received signal (4) is demodulated by multiplying
where y
2) SW Transmission: Two representative antennas, a and b, are selected in the array of the TV with coordinates x a = (x a , y a , z a ) and x b = (x b , y b , z b ), respectively. To estimate x a and x b as an intermediate step for the synchronization, each of them simultaneously transmits SWs comprising two CWs with different frequencies as
where f a and f b represent the SWs' frequencies originated from the antennas a and b respectively, and ∆ is the frequency separation for another CW in each SW. The frequency bands for the SWs do not overlap to each other and are different from that of the SFCW, namely,
enabling to receive and demodulate the SWs independently from the SFCW without interference. Similar to (4), the received signals at the SV's antenna m are expressed as
where a ( )
H respectively, A m (t) and B m (t) can be demod-
m , where
B. Problem Formulations
To establish the direct relation between the propagation distance and the phase extracted from y ,k m (6), the SV aims at compensating the clock synchronization gap σ, namely,
where M is the number of receive antennas deployed in the SV. Assume that the synchronization is made. The y ,k m (6) is then rewritten by the following surface integral form:
where I x ( ) is an indicator to become one if a TX antenna exists on point x, which is symmetric to the point x ( ) w.r.t. the surface of MV , and zero otherwise, and D(x, p m ) represent the total propagation distance between x and the location of RX antenna m denoted by p m . Estimating {I x ( ) } is equivalent to detecting TV's position , namely,
It is worth noting that in case of LoS path ( = 0), the distance D(x, p m ) is the direct distance between x and p m . Thus, the position of real TV is directly detected. In NLoS case, D(x, p m ) corresponds to the total distance from x via MV to p m . Since SV has no priori information of MV's location, the detected position could be different from the RP due to reflection, which is called a virtual position (VP) (see Fig. 1 ).
It is necessary to map multiple VPs into the RP, namely,
III. MULTI-POINT VEHICULAR POSITIONING
In this section, we consider a case where a LoS path between the TV and the SV exists, making it reasonable to ignore other NLoS paths due to the significant power difference between LoS and NLoS paths. Thus only synchronization and multi-point positioning steps are needed, which are explained in detail, following overview, algorithm description and performance analysis.
A. Synchronization 1) Overview: We apply the technique of phase-differenceof-arrival (PDoA) based localization [27] to compensate the synchronization gap, which is illustrated in the following. Consider the SWs from the representative antenna a first. The received SWs at the receive antenna m through the signal path reflected by the -th MV are given as 
Moreover, according to the geometric relation between theth VP and the TV shown in Fig. 1 , the propagation distance can be presented as d
is the location of the antenna a on the VP , which are different from the real location denoted by x a in case of NLoS. Because the locations of all SV's antennas {p m } are given, the synchronization problem is translated to find the location x
n ) denote the propagation distance difference from the antenna n on the VP to the SV's antennas m and 1 as
where (a) follows from (9) . In (10), there are M − 1 equations with three unknowns x 
To overcome the difficulty, we use the the Gauss-Newton method [28] . Assume that the initial valuex
Plugging (11) into (10) gives the following linear of equations:
The estimated value of h can thus be given as
The estimated location of x ( ) a is then updated as x
By repeating the update procedure several times,x Remark 1 (Initial Value Selection). The Gauss-Newton method sometimes converges to a local optimal point due to the wrong selection of the initialx ( ) a [29] . It is recommended to use the solution satisfying any three equations among (10) as its initial selection, of which the convergence of the global optimal is verified by simulation.
Remark 2 (Synchronization with Phase Error). In the presence of significant channel noise, the system of the equations E4 does not hold. To overcome the difficulty, we formulate the following minimization problem:
which has the same structure as (13) . Note that the resultant σ from (9) is differently calculated depending on the choice of the SV's antenna m, denoted by σ m . Averaging these values gives the accurate estimate of σ such that σ = M m=1 σ m .
3) Performance Analysis: Assuming that the phase error follows an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian distribution ε ∼ N (0, σ Proposition 1 (Error Covariance). As the number of SV's antennas M becomes larger, the covariance matrix cov(x 
B. Image Retrivel
The synchronization gap σ can be removed by the preceding step, facilitating to solve E2 in the following. Recall the synchronized demodulation (8) enabling to express y ,k m as a 3D surface integral form as
where Let
denote the vector of which the components represent the spatial frequencies to the corresponding directions, namely,
The spherical wave in (16) can be decomposed into an infinite superposition of plane waves by rewriting the exponential term in terms of f k as
which is proved in [30] without approximation. According to (17) , the received signals can be rewritten with Fourier and inverse Fourier transform on x ( ) and f k , respectively. With such relation between the transmit antenna location and the received data, the image I x ( ) of VP can be straightforward obtained from y ,k m , which is given as follows.
where FT
−1
3D , FT 2D represent 3-D inverse Fourier transform and 2-D Fourier transforms, respectively. Note that due to the finite and discrete deployment of antennas at both the TV and SV, discrete Fourier transform and inverse discrete Fourier transform are used, and the estimatedĨ x ( ) is a continuous value between [0, 1]. It is thus necessary to mapĨ x ( ) into either one or zero, namely,
where ν represents the detection threshold.
Remark 4 (Resampling). To calculate the inverse 3D Fourier transform in (18) , sampling on frequency domain with constant interval is necessary. However, due to the nonlinear relation of each frequency component as
It is thus required to make the sequence regular by using an interpolation, which is called a resampling. We use a linear interpolation for the resampling whose error is marginal verified by simulation.
C. Resolution Analysis
In this subsection, we provide analysis on resolution of the multi-point position recovered by the above algorithm.
The direct relation between bandwidth B and resolution δ is established as δ = 
, R is the aperture size and D is the range. The azimuth resolution in Y direction can be straightforward obtained as
2) Range Resolution: The bandwidth in f z direction is B z ≈ (f K − f 1 ), and the range resolution is
Remark 5 (Sampling Requirements). To achieve the above resolutions, there exist two kinds of sampling requirements. Spatial Sampling: To achieve the resolution in (21), the receive antennas deployment needs to meet the Nyquist sampling criterion. Therefore, the distances between two adjacent receive antennas along X or Y directions are
where (a) follows for the worst case with R = 0. Frequency sampling: The frequency sampling interval refers to the minimum frequency gap ∆ to achieve the resolution δ z (22) , given as ∆ ≤ c Rmax .
D. Multi-Path Position Mapping
In this subsection, we aim at reconstructing the TV's RP using multiple VPs by solving E3 under the assumption that the reflection surfaces are vertical to the ground, which is common in practice. To this end, we use the representative points derived in Sec. III-A whose coordinates are x
, which have geographical relations with the counterpart points on the RP denoted by x a = (x a , y a , z a ) and x b = (x b , y b , z b ) summarized in Lemma 1. Using the properties, the feasible condition of RP reconstruction is derived and the corresponding algorithm is designed based on the feasible condition. Lemma 1. Consider VPs 1 and 2 whose representative points are {x Fig. 2 ). The relation between x a is given in terms of θ 1 and θ 2 as
and the relation between x b is given in terms of θ 1 , and θ 2 is obtaining by replacing all a in (24) with b.
2) Let φ denote the directed angle from the X-axis to the line segment of VP as shown in Fig. 2 . The angles θ and φ enable to make a relation between two VPs 1 and 2 as
Proof. See Appendix B.
Some intuitions are made from Lemma 1. First, it is shown in (24) that the coordinates of (x a , x b ) can be calculated when θ 1 and θ 2 are given. Second, noting that φ 1 and φ 2 are observable from VPs 1 and 2 directly, θ 2 is easily calculated when θ 1 is given. Last, θ 1 and the resultant (x a , x b ) are said to be correct if another combination of two VPs, for example 1 and 3 , can yield the equivalent result of (x a , x b ). As a result, we can lead to the following feasibility condition.
Based on Lemma 1 and Proposition ??, the representative points (x a , x b ) are estimated as follows. Consider the angle θ 1 is given. According to (25) , the other angles {θ } L =2 is then expressed in terms of θ 1 as θ = θ 1 + φ −φ1 2
. By plugging one pair of (θ 1 , θ ) into (24), we can calculate the corresponding location of two representative points a and b, denoted by (z
, which is equal to (x a , x b ) when the given angle θ 1 is correct. In other words, estimating
The Receive Aperture into finding θ 1 minimizing the following squared Euclidean distance as
where 
It is worth noting that the line (26) passes the middle points of all lines between the real points x and virtual points x ( ) , leading to the following mapping rule.
Proposition 2 (Position Mapping). Consider the VP represented by {I x ( ) }. Given θ and x * a (or x * b ), the RP of the TV {I x ( ) } can be obtained by the following mapping function:
where Proof. See Appendix D.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed multi-point vehicular positioning techniques are evaluated by realistic settings. SW at 2 frequencies are used for the synchronization procedure. The number of frequencies used in the SFCW s(t) (1) is K = 512 in 57 ∼ 60 GHz with the constant gap ∆ = 5.86 MHz. The two frequencies used in the SWs s a (t) are (57 − ∆ · i) GHz where i = 1, 2. The numbers of the TV's antennas N is 200 and the number of SV's antennas M is 256, uniformly deployed on the receive aperture with size 1 × 1 m 2 . SNR of each received signal is fixed to 10 dB. For the performance metric, we use the Hausdorff distances defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Hausdorff distance [34] ). Consider two images A and B. The Hausdorff distance is defined as 
A. Graphical Example of Multi-Point Positioning
This subsection aims at explaining the entire vehicular positioning procedure with graphical examples. Fig. 3(a) shows the original shape of the TV with the size 3 × 1 × 0.6 m 3 . We consider the topology with three MVs illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . The X, Y , Z-axes are the SV's moving direction, height and depth, respectively. The TV is represented by discrete points, each of which is one TV's antenna. The receive aperture is parallel to Y -axis and located on (0, 0, 0). The equations of three MVs are z = 1.02x + 3, z = x+13 4 , and z = 3x + 4. Using the MVs, the SV detects three VPs represented by yellow slots in Fig. 4 , each of which is differentiable using AoA information. By the mapping algorithm in Proposition 2, each VP can be shifted to its real location represented by green spots with Hausdorff distance and direct Hausdorff distance 0.355m and 0.143 m respectively, relatively small compared to the size of the TV. The final detected position is obtained as in Fig. 5(b) , similar to the original one in Fig. 5(a) . 
B. Effect of Distance between SV and TV
In Fig. 6 , the Hausdorff distances are given under different TV-SV distances, showing that the positioning quality is degraded as the distance increases. This phenomenon can be explained by (21) , where the spatial resolution becomes poor when the detection range R is large. Thus the SV may not be able to capture the clear position of the TVs far away, especially when the number of MVs is small. Moreover, the relation between the Hausdorff distance and the TV-SV distance is nonlinear. With noise in consideration, the Hausdorff distances increase faster when the TV-SV distance becomes larger. 
C. Effect of Mirror Vehicle Number
The relation between the performance and the number of MVs is also presented in Fig. 6 . Signals reflected from any three MVs give one estimation of θ 1 , but the resultant positioning quality is low due to phase error. Larger L provides more combinations to estimate θ 1 , providing more accurate estimation of θ 1 by canceling out individual estimated error. The LoS case is considered as a lower bound because the operation in Sec. III-D is not involved.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel multi-point vehicular positioning approach via mmWave signal transmissions has been proposed to capture the shape and location information of the TVs in both LoS and NLoS. The synchronization issue has been well addressed by a novel PDoA-based hyperbolic positioning approach. The predictable reflections of mmWave frequency on the surface of vehicles have been exploited to form the geometry relation for obtaining the RP from multiple VPs. Existing vehicular positioning techniques relies on the LoS path while the proposed techniques overcome such limitations and opens a new area of mmWave-based vehicular positioning. We believe the proposed technique enables more intelligent and safer autonomous driving and the potential of mmWavebased sensing can still be activated in the future. The Receive Aperture
